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• Collective response Picture Source: https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/explained/article/3041783/explained-asias-deadliest-eruptions-and-four-
volcanoes-watch
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Paradoxical Dynamic Communication
• Simple and complex messaging
• One way and multi-way channels
• Symmetrical and asymmetrical outcomes
• Proactive and reactive responses
• Cognitive and behavioural objectives
• One public and many publics
• Reality and hyper-reality
• Individualism and collectivism
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Strategic vs Tactical Communication
• Why do we need to communicate?
• What is the desired end-result?
• What are the barriers to achieving this?
• Who is involved?
• What should we do/say, how and when?
• How will we know if it’s working?
Pandemic External Issues
• Government policy/restrictions
• Public compliance with policy/restrictions
• Limited/no financial support
• Supply chain availability/reliability
• Consumer/investor confidence
• Media/public scrutiny
• Unpredictable planning environment
• Digital divide/systemic inequalities aggravated
Picture Source: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-54648684
Pandemic Internal Issues
• Furlough of employees/redundancies
• Sickness absence/self-isolation
• Remote working costs/challenges
• Covid secure workplaces/working conditions
• Union and employee engagement/consultation
• Leadership/decision making/credibility
• Innovation and vision
Picture Source: https://healthcare.utah.edu/healthfeed/postings/2020/03/covid19-faqs.php
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Basic Communication Principles
• Rule of three 
• Repetition, repetition, repetition
• Important ‘C’ words
• Honesty, transparency, and trust
• Relatable storytelling
• Right content, right time, right place






Lives and livelihoods – a delicate balance
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Some PR Disasters During The Pandemic
• UK Government - confusing campaign messages
• Education – exam results fiasco / university students ‘on campus’
• Hospitality - Wetherspoons poor employee relations
• Fashion Retail – Oh Polly misguided CSR
• Travel and Tourism – Aer Lingus overcrowded flight
To be a good crisis communicator 
understand human complexity…
